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■ First computers had fixed programs (electronic calculator)
■ von Neumann architecture (1945, for EDVAC project)

□ Instruction set for control flows stored in memory
□ Program is treated as data, which allows the exchange of code during 

runtime and self-modification

□ Introduced the von Neumann bottleneck
■ CPUs are built from logic gates, which are built from transistors
■ Multiple CPUs (SMP) were always possible, but exotic
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■ Work Harder
(clock speed)

■ Work Smarter
(optimization, caching)

■ Get Help 
(parallelization)
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Three Ways of Doing Anything Faster [Pfister]

Application

Instructions



■ „...the number of transistors that can be inexpensively placed on an integrated 
circuit is increasing exponentially, doubling approximately every two years. 
...“ (Gordon Moore, 1965)

□ Rule of exponential growth

□ Applied to many IT hardware developments
□ Sometimes misinterpreted as 

performance indication
□ Has become a self-fulfilling prophecy
□ Comes to an end within the next 5-10 years
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Moore’s Law
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Moore’s Law

[Wikimedia]



■ Gate’s law: “The speed of software halves every 18 months.”
■ Wirth’s law: “Software is getting slower more rapidly than hardware becomes 

faster.”
■ May’s law: “Software efficiency halves every 18 months, compensating 

Moore's Law.”

■ Jevons paradox: 
“Technological progress that increases the efficiency with which a resource is 
used tends to increase (rather than decrease) the rate of consumption of that 
resource.”

■ Zawinski's Law of Software Envelopment: 
“Every program attempts to expand until it can read mail. 
Those programs which cannot so expand are replaced by ones which can.” ParProg 2020 
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Moore‘s Law vs. Software
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Processor Speed Development

Transistors #
Clock Speed (Mhz)
Power (W)
Perf/Clock (ILP)

„Work harder“

„Work smarter“

[Herb Sutter, 2009]



■ Power: Energy needed per time unit
□ Power density: Watt/mm2 à Cooling

■ Static power: Leakage of transistors while being inactive
■ Dynamic power: Energy needed to switch a gate

■ Moore’s law: N goes up exponentially, C goes down with the size
■ The trick

□ Bringing down V reduces energy consumption, quadratically

□ Don’t use all the N for gates (e.g. caches)
□ Keeps the dynamic power increase moderate
□ We can happily increase F with N for faster computation
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A Physics Problem

Dynamic Power ~ 
Number of Transistors (N) x Capacitance (C) x 

Voltage2 (V2) x Frequency (F)
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Processor Supply Voltage
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Transistor Usage

[https://en.wikichip.org/wiki/ibm/microarchitectures/power9]
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Power Density
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Abstract 

The inevitable rise in CPU heat generation has 
sparked intense interest in active cooling devices.  A 
dramatic increase in the number of commercial CPU 
coolers, including water blocks with and without 
thermoelectric modules, has occurred in the past 18 
months.  Some of these coolers use sophisticated jet 
impingement and microchannel designs, while others 
are relatively primitive. 

This paper discusses the major design issues for 
this application and the challenges of high heat flux 
loads for thermoelectric solutions.  The most 
successful designs are described and experimental 
performance testing of several of the best in class 
models is presented.   

Introduction     

  
Fig 1.  The growth of CPU power density 

Interest in CPU cooling has become more 
significant as CPU speed increases generate levels of 
heat that are becoming more and more difficult for 
thermal engineers to control.  Figure 1 above (sourced 
from Electronic Business on-line) is indicative of the 
CPU heat flux levels predicted into the future.   

Moore’s Law appears to be still holding and as CPU 
speed increases exponentially, so does the heat 
generated.  Worse, feature sizes have recently shrunk 
from 0.25microns to 0.1microns leading to a 6 times 
smaller area. Computer chip manufacturers have 
publicly called for wider efforts to address the thermal 
issues which threaten to restrict computer performance 
in the future.   

Common CPU failure mechanisms tend to be 
mechanical (wire bond failure, die fracture, corrosion) 

and electrical (overstress, migration and diffusion, gate 
oxide breakdown) Following the Arrhenius equation, 
(for die temperatures operating in the range of -20ºC to 
140ºC) every 10ºC decrease in temperature reduces 
the failure rate by approximately a factor of 2. We can 
therefore expect a reduction in chip failure rates with 
lower operating temperatures.  

For all of these reasons it has become apparent 
that heat fluxes are reaching levels that air cooling 
techniques cannot handle and there has been a 
consequent shift towards water cooling in the last 12 
months.  Initially concentrated in the niche 
“overclockers” sector, water cooling has moved into 
the mainstream. Notable examples include the recently 
released Apple G5 and the Sony VAIO RA810G. 
Beyond this current liquid cooling phase there is a 
window of opportunity for thermoelectrics to provide 
active cooling solutions, particularly when a two or 
three year horizon is considered. CPU heat could 
increase several times over today’s levels in this 
period. 

Hydrocool Pty Ltd has been researching water-
cooling and specifically the application of water-cooling 
to thermoelectrics since the mid 1990’s with great 
success. The company has licensed technology to 
Matsushita Refrigeration Company (MARCO) for 
applications such as mini-bars, wine storage cabinets 
and truck cabin refrigerators. Further collaboration with 
MARCO led to the development of a 126L 
thermoelectric refrigerator/freezer prototype that 
rivaled the efficiencies of current vapour compression 
technology with the added bonus of light weight, low 
noise and no CFC’s [1]. Not content with this world first 
Hydrocool achieved further technical success  by 
producing a commercial liquid heat exchange system 
for a thermoelectric module that has a thermal 
resistance of 0.01°C/W.  

There are particular problems associated with 
cooling CPU chips, not least of which is the small 
footprint, (AMD 14.6 x 10 mm), and the consequent 
high heat fluxes.  Specialized designs are required to 
handle these high heat fluxes with low thermal 
resistance heat exchangers needed to minimize die 
temperatures. Hydrocool has found an application for 
its highly effective heat transfer systems in the 
burgeoning CPU cooling market. The recently released 
simple water block (‘HydroStream’) was developed for 
liquid CPU cooling applications, and is followed by the 
thermoelectric ‘Hydro-TEC’ active cooler. 

These designs are suitable for today’s CPU’s but 
future thermal loads require a more sophisticated 
approach.  This paper presents descriptions of low 



■ Higher temperature leads to
□ Increased transistor leakage
□ Decreased transistor speed
□ Higher failure probability
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Power Density = Temperature
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Challenge 1: The temperature wall 
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thermal profile during runtime 

Temperature increase: 
•  increases leakage current/power  
•  slows circuits 
•  Prevent performance increase 
•  Failure chance increases 

[source: Devgan’05] 
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Power Density
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Power DensityPower Density vs. Critical Dimension
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Power Density
Constraint: Power per Core

IBM Research PDSOI optimization results indicate lower power 

approaches provide better power efficiency

Optimizing process technology knobs for maximum performance for each core
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Second Problem: Leakage Increase
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■ Even if we would keep F constant
□ N continues to increase exponentially à dynamic power
□ Increasing N sums up to more leakage à static power

■ Cooling performance is constant (100-125 Celsius)

□ Static and dynamic power consumption has a limit
■ Further reducing V for compensating an additionally increased F

□ Also makes the transistors slower
□ We can’t do that endlessly, 0V is the limit
□ Strange physical effects

■ Increasing the frequency is no longer possible 
à “Power Wall”

■ Ok, so let’s use the additional N for smarter processors
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A Physics Problem

Dynamic Power = N x C x V2 x F



■ Increasing transistor count was also used for more gate logic in 
instruction level parallelism (ILP)
□ Instruction pipelining

– Overlapped execution of serial instructions 
□ Superscalar execution

– Multiple execution units are used in parallel
□ Out-of-order execution

– Reorder instructions that have no data dependency
□ Speculative execution

– Control flow speculation, memory dependence prediction, branch 
prediction

■ Today’s processors are packed with ILP logic
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Instruction Level Parallelism



■ No longer cost-effective to dedicate 
new transistors to ILP mechanisms

■ Deeper pipelines make the 
power problem worse

■ High ILP complexity effectively 
reduces the processing 
speed for a given frequency 
(e.g. mispredictions)

■ More aggressive ILP 
technologies too risky for 
products due to unknown 
real-world workloads

■ à “ILP wall”
■ Ok, so let’s use the additional N for more caches
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The ILP Wall

[Wikipedia]
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Memory Hierarchy
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Memory Wall



■ Sandia National Labs investigated the speedup achievable by increasing 
parallelism (ILP, multiple processors) in 2009

■ Example: Number of clerks behind a supermarket counter
□ Two clerks can serve more customers than one
□ 4 ? 8 ? 16 ? 32 ? 64 ? ... 1000 ?

■ The problem: Shared memory is ‚shared‘
□ Memory bandwidth

– Memory transfer speed is limited by the power wall
– Memory transfer size is limited by the power wall
– Putting memory into the processor is too costly

□ Bus contention
■ Another problem: Memory need kept the pace of CPU speedup
■ à “Memory wall” 
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Memory Wall
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Processor Speed Development

[Herb Sutter, 2009]
■ Clock speed curve flattened in 

2003
□ Heat
□ Power consumption
□ Leakage

■ 3-4 GHz since 2001 (!)
■ Speeding up the serial 

instruction execution through 
clock speed improvements no 
longer works

■ We stumbled into the Many-
Core Era 
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Conventional Wisdoms Replaced

Old Wisdom New Wisdom

Power is free, transistors are expensive „Power wall“

Only dynamic power counts Static leakage makes 40% of power

Multiply is slow, load-and-store is fast „Memory wall“

Instruction-level parallelism gets constantly 
better via compilers and architectures „ILP wall“

Parallelization is not worth the effort, 
wait for the faster uniprocessor

Performance doubling might now take 5 years 
due to physical limits

Processor performance improvement
by increased clock frequency

Processor performance improvement
by increased parallelism



■ Power consumption increases with Moore‘s law,
even under constant frequencies

■ Cooling is a constant factor
□ Maximum temperature of 100-125 C
□ Hot spots make it worse

■ Next-generation processors need to use less power
□ Lower the frequencies
□ Dynamic frequencies scaling (see latest Intel products)
□ Minimize ‚power per bit of I/O‘ [Skadron 2007]
□ Better cache locality, stop moving stuff around

□ Start to use specialized co-processors and accelerators
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Power Wall 2.0
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Power Wall 2.0 = Dark Silicon

“Dark Silicon and the End of 
Multicore Scaling”

by Hadi Esmaeilzadeh, Emily 
Blem, Renée St. Amant, 
Karthikeyan Sankaralingam, 
Doug Burger



■ Hardware people
□ Number of transistors N is still increasing
□ Building larger caches no longer helps (memory wall)
□ ILP is out of options (ILP wall)
□ Voltage / power consumption is at the limit (power wall)

– Some help with dynamic scaling approaches
□ Frequency is stalled (power wall)
□ Only possible offer is to use increasing N for more cores

■ For faster software in the future ...
□ Speedup must come from the utilization of an increasing core count, 

since F is now fixed
□ Software must participate in the power wall handling, to keep F fixed
□ Software must tackle the memory wall
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The Situation



■ Work Harder
(clock speed)

■ Work Smarter
(optimization, caching)

■ Get Help 
(parallelization)
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Three Ways of Doing Anything Faster [Pfister]

Application

Instructions



■ Parallelization not only in 
computer science
□ Building construction, car 

manufacturing, large companies
■ The basic idea is easy to understand

■ Meanwhile tons of options for parallel 
processing
□ Languages, execution 

environments, patterns
■ Parallelism is a hardware property 

that must be exploited by software
□ „A parallel computer is a set of 

processors that are able to work 
cooperatively to solve a 
computational problem.“
(Foster 1995)
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Getting Help

Problem



Thank you
for your attention!


